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Abstract
The non-homogeneous flow of a thixotropic fluid around a settling sphere is explored.
A four-parameter Moore model is used for a generic thixotropic fluid and discontinuous
Galerkin method is employed to solve the structure-kinetics equation coupled with the
conservation equations of mass and momentum. Depending on Weissenberg number
(Wi), flow solutions are divided into three different regimes, which are attributed to
an interplay of three competing factors: Brownian structure recovery, shear-induced
structure breakdown, and structure refilling effect due to convection. At small Wi
( 1), where the Brownian structure recovery is predominant, thixotropic effect
is negligible and flow solutions are not too dissimilar to that of Newtonian fluid.
As Wi increases, a remarkable structural gradient is observed and the structure
profile around the settling sphere is determined by the balance of all three competing
factors. For large enough Wi ( 1), where the Brownian structure recovery becomes
negligible, the balance between shear-induced structure breakdown and refilling effect
by convection plays a decisive role in determining flow profile. To quantify the
interplay of three factors, the drag coefficient Cs of the sphere is investigated for
ranges of Wi. With this framework, the effect of destruction parameter, confinement
ratio, and possible nonlinearity in the model-form on the non-homogeneous flow of a
thixotropy fluid have been discussed.
1 Introduction
Thixotropy is a distinct rheological phenomenon that formally signifies “the continuous decrease
of viscosity with time when flow is applied to a material that has been previously at quiescent
state, and the subsequent recovery of viscosity when flow ceases” [1]. Such time-history effect is
differentiated by viscoelasticity in that thixotropic material naturally recovers initial viscosity after
cessation of flow [2]. The origin of thixotropy is associated with the gradual breakdown and building
up of the microstructure [3].
Thixotropic materials are often encountered in industrial processes including mining, wastewater
treatment, printing inks, oil pipeline-transport as well as consumer applications such as cosmetics
and food. Occasionally, thixotropy has been intentionally built into commercial products for the
convenience of their uses. For example, thixotropic behavior of printing and coating materials
greatly facilitates whole processes from storage to application and drying. In the storage process,
highly stable materials with large viscosity are required to prevent sedimentation problem. By
contrast, the application process requires flowable materials with low viscosity at high shear rates.
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In the following drying process, rapid recovery of the viscosity is needed, which plays a crucial role
in the control of leveling and sagging problems [4]. Introducing thixotropy to such products makes
it possible to satisfy these required conditions at each stage.
The ubiquity and growing importance of thixotropy leads to considerable effort to understand
thixotropy of materials. Numerous studies have dealt with thixotropy with a variety of approaches.
For instance, step experiments, hysteresis loops, and shear startup experiments have been typically
employed in experimental approaches to characterize thixotropic fluids [5]. At the heart of these
studies is understanding the relationship between their rheology and microstructural change (e.g.,
size of the floc, alignment of fibers, spatial distribution, and entanglement density). Theoretical
studies of thixotropy aim to interpret and predict the thixotropic behaviors of material. In this
regard, numerous models have been proposed for thixotropy in literatures. Excellent reviews are
available at other sources [5, 6], but in general, the existing thixotropy models are categorized into 3
groups; structural kinetics models [7, 8], continuum mechanical models [9, 10] and micro-mechanical
models [11, 12].
Though previous studies have established well-grounded knowledge on thixotropy, practical
application is often limited. Most experimental approaches on thixotropy mainly analyze material
behavior at a homogeneous flow field (e.g. one-dimensional shear), which is induced from a few of
commercialized flow geometries at rheometers. Likewise, many of the theoretical modeling works
have been formulated under the assumption of homogeneous flow field as well. However, actual
applications of thixotropic materials often include non-homogeneous flow fields. For example, mixing
of thixotropic fluid is performed in various batches with complicated geometries that are designed for
improving performance. In the batches, a heterogeneous shear field develops at different positions
due to geometrical hindrance [13, 14].
In the presence of such non-trivial geometrical factors, the material thixotropy shows not only
time dependent but also spatial dependent behavior, because fluid elements accumulate different
shear history according to different pathlines. Thus, previous studies can provide an insight solely
on intrinsic thixotropy except for knowledge on rheology in real flow scenarios. Consequently, the
lack of understanding on non-homogeneous thixotropic fluid flows causes hardship for design and
control of material process with thixotropy.
In this context, the specific aim of the present work is to obtain a basic idea for interpreting a
non-homogeneous flow of thixotropic fluid. To do this, we study a steady thixotropic flow around
a sedimenting sphere in an infinitely long cylindrical tube. Though industrial material processes
may include much more complicated flow scenarios, it is useful to begin with a simple problem
when looking for an insight. Indeed, this model problem has been considered as a canonical flow
in computational rheology. For example, a wide range of literatures from Non-Newtonian fluid
mechanics community have investigated the flow scenario with for shear-thinning and yield-stress
[15, 16, 17], shear-thickening [18, 19], and viscoelasticity [20, 21]. When it comes to thixotropic fluids,
both previous experimental [22, 23] and numerical [24] studies mainly have focused on the effect
of material aging time (as an initial condition) on terminal velocity (or resistance) of a spherical
particle. However, their analysis did not extend to illustrating how fluid dynamics of a material
will interplay with other factors of thixotropy, such as non-homogenous shear-breakdown and the
convection of microstructures. Aside from being of theoretical interest, the thixotropic flow around a
sphere is also closely linked with various industrial and medical applications as well. Flow assurance
and drilling of oil & gas wells are prime examples in industry [25], and blood clotting disorder [26]
and dysphagia (difficulty in swallowing) [27] are highlighted topics in medical applications. We
believe that the current work will provide a useful insight for analyzing relevant flow scenarios of
ultimate interest.
The following Section 2 formulates a model problem and introduces characterizing dimensionless
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Figure 1: The steady state viscosity ηss (4) of Moore thixotropy fluids in simple shear with the model parameters
{η∞, ηstr, ka, kd} summarized in Table 1. The vertical line is normalized by η∞ + ηstr and horizontal line is by ka,
which indicate Weissenberg number Wi for a simple shear flow. As Wi increase, ηss converges to the viscosity ratio
ξ = 0.00990 (14) of completely-broken structure to full structure.
numbers. A brief description on an employed numerical method is also provided. In Section 3,
simulation results are analyzed with relevant dimensionless numbers and a general framework for
interpreting non-homogenous thixotropic flow is suggested. With this, we investigate the effect of
destruction factor and confinement to a non-homogenous thixotropic flow in Section 4. Cases of
nonlinear thixotropic models are presented in Section 5. Lastly, Section 6 summarizes the overall
result and discuss future research direction for non-homogenous thixotropic flow.
2 Formulation
2.1 Structure-kinetics model
To model a generic thixotropic fluid, we employ the structure kinetics approach to thixotropy. In
this approach, the instantaneous material structure is represented by means of a dimensionless scalar
parameter λ, which determines the rheological properties of a material. Then, a structural evolution
is introduced to delineates the rate of change in λ as a function of flow condition and current status
of microstructure. Although the structure kinetics approach has some difficulty in unambiguously
correlating the structure parameter λ to experimental measurements of the microstructure, it
is favored for a generic thixotropy model because of the wide range and the complex nature of
microstructures that can possibly be encountered in different types of thixotropic materials [3].
Indeed, it has been applied to a wide range of materials and provided effective interpretation and
prediction of thixotropy.
In general, structure-kinetics models can be classified according to (a) the kinetic evolution
equation for λ, (b) the basic constitutive equation, and (c) the manner in which the rheological
parameters have been linked to the structural parameter [1]. In this work, we take a simple
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model-form that describes the basic thixotropic features. First, we consider a Toorman form of the
structure-kinetics model in a flow of velocity u [28],
dλ
dt
=
∂λ
∂t
+ (u · ∇λ) = −kdγ˙sλ+ ka(1− λ), (1)
where γ˙s is the second-invariant of strain-rate tensor (γ˙ = ∇u+ (∇u)T ),
γ˙s =
√
γ˙ : γ˙
2
. (2)
In Eq. (1), ka [1/s] describes the rate of Brownian recovery and the destruction parameter kd [-] is
related to structure sensitivity to applied shear-rate. In this model, λ is restricted to λ ∈ [0, 1]; λ = 0
denotes completely broken state and λ = 1 represents fully recovered microstructure respectively.
Another equation of a structure-kinetics model is a constitutive equation. We consider a purely
viscous (non-elastic) Moore fluids [8], in which the viscosity of a material depends on λ as
η(λ) = η∞ + ηstrλ. (3)
Here, ηstr expresses the structural contribution to the viscosity and η∞ the residual viscosity when
the microstructure is completely broken down (λ = 0). In the form (3), it is assumed that the
high shear limiting behavior is expected to be Newtonian, ignoring inter-particle forces once the
reversible floc structures have been destroyed completely [6]. From now on, we will simply call this
combination of model Eq. (1) and Eq. (3) as a Moore thixotropy model. This relatively simple model
has been employed for computer simulation and theoretical studies of thixotropic fluids [24, 29, 30].
It also has been adopted to model and predict real materials: thixotropy in bloods [31] and drilling
fluids [32].
The parameters {kd, ka, η∞ηstr} of the Moore thixotropy model, Eq.(1) and Eq.(3), are usually
calibrated from data (e.g., transient shear data) collected at simplest geometries from a rheometer
[1]. In a homogenous shear flow, where no gradient of λ exists in u direction (u · ∇λ = 0), a Moore
thixotropic fluid has homogenous solution of λss = ka/(kdγ˙ + ka). Thus, the long term behavior of
the Moore model at simple shear test can be found by substituting λss to (3),
ηss(γ˙) = η∞ + ηstr
(
ka
kdγ˙ + ka
)
. (4)
Figure 1 shows the steady state viscosity ηss as a function of applied shear-rate γ˙ in dimensionless
scales. The vertical line is normalized by η∞ + ηstr and the horizontal line by (ka/kd). The former
is the normalized viscosity with respect to viscosity of full-structured material and the latter is
called the Weissenberg number Wi indicating the flow strength compared to material time scale.
2.2 Flow scenario
We consider a thixotropic flow (with density ρf) around a solid sphere settling under gravity g.
The sphere has radius a and is falling at constant velocity U . As shown in the schematic Figure 2, the
flow is confined by a tube (radius R) filled with fully structured (λ(x) = 1) thixotropic material. For
many multi-particle systems (e.g., colloids and suspension), viscous forces dominate the advective
inertia forces, and thus inertia effects are not a practical concern [33]. Thus, we assume Stokes flow
(or creeping flow), which characterizes a slow flow with high viscosity and small-length scale. (i.e.
Re 1).
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Figure 2: Schematic representation of a settling sphere inside a tube filled with a fluid. The boundary conditions for
u = (ur, uz) are described on the frame of the sphere. The simulation domain for the axisymmetrically constrained
case is shaded.
The axisymmetric incompressible Stokes flow around a sphere is governed by momentum and
mass conservations,
∇ · τ −∇p = 0, (5)
∇ · u = 0. (6)
Here, p = pa+ρfgz is the modified pressure, which is the sum of ambient pressure p
a and hydrostatic
pressure ρfgz.
The steady state (∂/∂t = 0) structure-kinetics equation
(u · ∇λ) + kdγ˙sλ− ka(1− λ) = 0, (7)
is coupled with the momentum conservation, in a way that the material stress τ is described by the
constitutive equation with Moore viscosity function (3)
τ = (η0 + η1λ)γ˙. (8)
The boundary conditions are described in the frame fixed at the center of the sphere,
uz = U at r = R or z = ±1
2
L, (9)
ur = uz = 0 at
√
r2 + z2 = a. (10)
with axisymmetric constraints,
ur = 0 and
∂ur
∂r
= 0 at r = 0. (11)
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In the current frame, the fully structured (λ = 1) material is being convected with velocity U
from the bottom boundary (inflow boundary). Thus, the boundary condition for Eq. (7) is
λ = 1 at z = −1
2
L. (12)
Aforementioned boundary conditions are summarized in the schematic Figure 2.
In this flow configuration, we set a quantity of interest as the resistance D of the falling sphere,
which can be calculated by the surface integral over the sphere surface ∂S,
D =
∫
∂S
ez · (−pI+ τ ) · n dA, (13)
where ez is the unit vector in z-direction, n is the normal vector, and I is the identity tensor.
2.3 Parameters and Dimensionless number
The flow problem is solved by a numerical solver, which will be introduced later in Sec 2.4. The
numerical scheme has a set of input parameters {η∞, ηstr, kd, ka; a,R, L, U}. Here, the first four
parameters are rheological model parameters and represent the intrinsic property of a material.
The other four are flow-scenario parameters and denote boundary condition or geometry. Model
parameters and scenario parameters are independent; one may consider various flow scenarios for
a single material at any time. Since the main goal of this paper is to illustrate how the material
intrinsic thixotropy interplays with a non-homogenous flow, we first fix model parameters as Table 1
in the subsequent analysis, unless otherwise stated.
The confining cylinder has radius R = 0.1 m. Ideally, we consider a sphere settling in infinitely
long tube. However, it is impracticable for the domain exterior L to extend out to infinity in
simulations. Therefore, the computational domain is cut off by large but finite length L0. The
simulation domain has L0/R = 8. It is confirmed that our numerical results do not change to the
variation of this parameter. At first, the sphere radius is set as a = 0.025 m, but the effect of
confinement (a/R) will also be discussed separately in Sec 4.2.
Now, the model thixotropic fluid flow can be characterized by a few dimensionless numbers.
First, the viscosity ratio ξ of completely-broken structure to full structure is
ξ =
η∞
η∞ + ηstr
= 0.00990. (14)
Using the characteristic shear-rate of flow γ˙char = U/a, we define the Weissenberg number Wi of
this flow problem
Wi =
kdU
kaa
, (15)
to indicate external flow-strength compared to material timescale. In numerical simulations,
we mostly control Wi by changing U (boundary condition). Such scenarios can be achieved in
η0 1.0 Pa·s
ηstr 100.0 Pa·s
ka 1.0 s
−1
kd 1.0
Table 1: Thixotropic model parameters used in simulation
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experiments as well, by varying the density of the falling sphere [34]. We also define the drag
coefficient Cs of a thixotropic fluid as
Cs =
D
K6pi(η∞ + ηstr)aU
, (16)
where D is the resistance acting on the sphere and K = K(a/R) is the wall correction factor given
as a Faxen series for a/R [33]
K =
[
1.0− 2.10444
( a
R
)
+ 2.0877
( a
R
)3 − 0.94813( a
R
)5
− 1.372
( a
R
)6
+ 3.87
( a
R
)8
+ 3.87
( a
R
)10 ]−1
.
(17)
The inclusion of K in the definition of Cs is useful to compare D in thixotropy fluid to the existing
Newtonian analytic solution, and hence to isolate the effect of thixotropy on resistance. For example,
numerically calculated D through the form (13) can be rewritten as D = K6piη∗Ua by introducing
an effective viscosity η∗ = D/(K6piUa). In this case, η∗ represents the gross viscosity acting on the
sphere from the flow field and carries information on structural profile λ(x) associated thixotropic
behavior. Then, the form of Cs (16) is equivalent to the ratio of the effective viscosity η∗ to the
viscosity of fully-structured state η∞ + ηstr. Thus, Cs can be understood as a measure of viscosity
relative to that of fully structured state. In addition, considering that the linear relation between η
and λ in Eq. (3), Cs can also be understood to present the relative amount of preserved structure
compared to full structure. In this work, the possible-minimum value of Cs is given as
Csmin =
η∞
η∞ + ηstr
= ξ, (18)
for the case where the sphere travels through the completely-broken structure.
Lastly, the destruction parameter kd itself is also a dimensionless number that constitutes the
flow of thixotropic fluids. We consider the effect of kd separately in Section 4.1. It is useful to note
that in the limit of either ξ → 1, Wi→ 0, or kd → 0, the resistance (and flow solution) converges to
that of Newtonian fluid with the viscosity η∞ + ηstr and thus Cs→ 1. In the other limit, Wi→∞
and kd →∞, Cs will converge to Csmin.
2.4 Numerical Method
The governing equations (5) to (7) are solved numerically with finite-element method (FEM)
using a C++ FEM software library deal.II [35, 36]. The primary variables are the two velocity
components (ur, uz), pressure p, and structure parameter λ. We linearize the set of governing
equations for iterative solution approach and the structure kinetics equation (7) is decoupled from
conservation equations. Starting from a Newtonian field with viscosity η(x) = η∞ + ηstr (i.e.,
λ(x) = 1), Picard iterations proceed: for each k step, the incompressible flow (uk+1, pk+1) with λk
from the previous iteration
−∇pk+1 +∇ ·
[
η(λk)uk+1
]
= 0, (19)
∇ · uk+1 = 0. (20)
These equations represent a symmetric saddle point problem, and the function spaces should satisfy
the Ladyzhenskaya-Babuska-Brezzi (LBB) condition. To satisfy this, we employ the second-order
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Taylor–Hood elements [37], composed of continuous piecewise quadratic element for u and continuous
piecewise linear for p. Schur complement approach is used for solving the linearized system for
(u, p).
Once the flow solution (uk+1, pk) is found, the scalar λk+1 is updated according to
uk+1 · ∇λk+1 + kdγ˙s λk+1 − ka (1− λk+1) = 0. (21)
As standard Galerkin method is numerically unstable for this advection type equation (21) dis-
continuous Galerkin (DG) approximation with degree 2 is used for λ(x) [38, 39]. The advantages
of using DG method lie in it solves hyperbolic system using FEM without artificial viscosity for
stabilization. In complex fluid flows simulation, the method has been often adopted for viscoelastic
flows which has stress being convected in the domain [39].
The weak form for Eq. (21) is defined locally at each element K in domain Ω. To derive it, we
multiply the test function w on both sides of Eq. (21) and take integral by part on the advection
term,
∫
K
[
w(kdγ˙s +ka)λ
k+1 + (uk+1 ·∇w)λk+1−kaw
]
dV +
∫
∂K
[
u · (w+n+ +w−n−)λk+1]dS = 0. (22)
Here, the superscripts denote the upwind (-) and downwind (+) values at the internal faces
respectively. For numerical stability, we select upwind flux
(
λk+1
)−
for face integrals. The boundary
condition (λ = 1) at the inlet replace the second integral term for faces located at z = −L/2. The
bilinear form for Eq. (22) is solved by GMRES solver [40] with a preconditionner constructed by
incomplete LU factorization [41].
A single simulation runs with 49,152-elements (mesh) resulting the number of degree of freedom
for 395,010 for u, 49,601 for p, and 196,608 for λ in total. The convergence criteria ζ = 10−8 used
for Picard iteration is relative L2-norm difference of (ur, uz, p, λ) between subsequent k iteration.
It is confirmed that our results does not change with the variation of ζ. To verify the present
numerical scheme, we used the method of manufactured solution, the procedure and result of which
are summarized in Appendix A.
3 Thixotropy determined by interplay of three competing factors
Thixotropic behavior of a Moore thixotropy fluid flow around the solid sphere is governed by
the structural kinetic evolution of λ(x). At steady state, λ(x) solution is determined by Eq. (7),
which consists of three factors: structure recovery by Brownian motion, shear-induced breakdown,
and structure refilling effect by convection. Each factor has its own time scale. Firstly, the model
parameter ka [s
−1] represents the time scale for Brownian structure recovery, which has nothing to
do with the flow solution u. Secondly, the time scale for shear-induced breakdown varies at each
space due to its dependency on u. Considering the characteristic shear-rate U/a, the breakdown
timescale for overall domain is estimated as (Ukd)/a [s
−1]. It is worth noting that the definition of
Wi (15) is the ratio of the time scale for shear-induced breakdown to that of structure recovery.
Lastly, the time scale for the refilling effect is related to U/a [s−1] because the flow rate of convecting
material is proportional to U and a sphere with smaller radius a is more easily enveloped by the
same amount of convecting material. The refilling effect increases linearly with U , and therefore, it
increases linearly with Wi as well.
Figure 3 shows the structure profile at three different Wi (0.1, 1 and 100). At Wi=0.1, the
Brownian structure recovery is dominant over other two factors. Thus, λ(x) remains homogenous
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Figure 3: Structure λ(x) for Wi=0.1, 1.0, 100 at confinement ratio a/R = 0.25. At low Wi, full structure is
maintained and solution is close to Newtonian with viscosity η∞ + ηstr. As Wi increases, broken structures (blue
region) start to appear from the vicinity of the sphere (r, z) = (a, 0).
in the flow field with almost full structure λ ≈ 1. For example, λWi=0.1(x) shown in Figure 3(a)
has only a little inhomogeneity just around the sphere. As Wi increases, the other two factors
start to play an important role in determining λ(x). The strengthened shear-induced structure
breakdown effect is manifested by non-homogenous λ(x) profile as shown in Figure 3(b). As Wi
increases further, the effect of Brownian structure recovery becomes negligible compared to other
two factors. When Wi 1, the shear-induced breakdown effect and the refilling effect by convection
reach an equilibrium, since both factors increase with the same scale to Wi (or U). Consequently, a
further increase in Wi (or U) does not cause remarkable change in λ(x) profile. For instance, λ(x)
at Wi=200 in Figure 4(a) and Wi=100 in Figure 3(c) barely demonstrate difference as displayed in
Figure 4(b). Here, the minute difference at the right behind the sphere comes from the fact that
fluid elements in this region are mostly subjected to extensional stress rather than shear stress; even
higher velocity U cannot lead enough shear to induce completely breakdown structure behind the
sphere. Also, the fluid elements are not replaced by the convecting structured material from the
front of the sphere due to the no-slip condition on the sphere surface. Therefore, in this singular
region. Brownian recovery effect still plays significant even at larger Wi.
For more quantitative analysis on the three competing factors, the resistance of the sphere is
investigated. The distribution profile of λ(x) in Figure 3 takes 2-dimensional data form that prevents
more quantitative description and intuitive understanding of thixotropy in the current problem.
Recognizing that the resistance D, which can be calculated through the form (13), implicitly carries
the information on λ(x), we interprets that D represents the distribution of λ(x). The transition
between three competing factors will also be reflected in this single parameter. Figure 5(a) shows D
as a function of settling speed U . We also plot the relationship between the resistance coefficient Cs
and the Wi in Figure 5(b), which has a form of sigmoid shape with two asymptotes. The curves
in Figure 5 are divided into three regime: Newtonian-fluid regime at Wi 1, terminal regime at
Wi 1, and the transient regime in between.
In the first regime marked with red circles, the thixotropic fluid behaves like a Newtonian fluid
with viscosity η∞ + ηstr as prescribed. In this regime, D follows the analytic resistance solution
of Newtonian, i.e., D = K6pi(η∞ + ηstr)Ua. Likewise, the Cs in Figure 5(b) is maintained almost
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Figure 4: (a) λ(x) at Wi=200. (b) Difference in structure solution between Wi=200 and Wi=100. Due to structure
refilling effect, the solution shape of λ is maintained qualitatively similar to that of Wi=100 in Figure 3c. (c)
Corresponding viscosity field η(x) = η∞ + ηstrλ(x).
constant as 1, which implies that the thixotropic fluid is fully structured. As Wi (or U) increases,
D shows a sub-linear increase (i.e. D ∝ Un, 0 < n < 1), which is manifested by green circles in the
middle of Figure 5(a). Accordingly, Cs starts to decreases and enters to the transient regime, which
is also marked with the same green circles in Figure 5(b). In terms of the explanation via the three
competing factors, the transition of Cs value is the result of a shift in the equilibrium of competing
factors to more broken structure. With a further increase in U (or Wi), thixotropic fluid finally
reaches the terminal regime, where a balance between the structure refilling (convection) effect and
the shear-induced breakdown is accomplished. As marked with blue circles, D increases linearly
again with respect to U in this regime. It should be noted that the flow is clearly distinguished from
that of Newtonian flow, even though D increases linearly with U . For example, the flow solution
shown in Figure 6 for Wi = 200 has fore-aft asymmetry which can not be observed in Newtonian
case. The origin of terminal regime is the result of dynamic equilibrium of shear-induced breakdown
and the structure refilling effect, which does not occur in Newtonian flow.
The terminal regime at large Wi flows manifests as a new constant value in Cs-Wi curve. The
Cs-Wi curve shown in Figure 5(b) looks qualitatively similar to the steady state viscosity curve
of the Moore model flow in Figure 1. However, their origins are different. In the case of the
steady viscosity, thixotropic model fluid can be completely broken at large Wi, because there is no
structure-refiling effect from convection under homogenous flow condition as ∇λ = 0. Therefore,
the normalized steady state viscosity converges to the value of ξ = 0.00990. Yet, the terminal
value of Cs is not equal to ξ. Rather, it converges to 0.15 that is almost 15 times larger than the
pre-expected Csmin = ξ. This is because the second plateau in Cs-Wi curve is a consequence of the
compensation of structure breakdown by structure convection.
4 Effect of other dimensionless parameters
In the previous section, we investigate how λ(x) changes depending on Wi with regards to
equilibrium of three competing factors. In this procedure, we employed the drag coefficient Cs
for quantitative discussion on thixotropy in our model problem. In this section, we use the same
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Figure 5: (a) Prediction of D for various U . The dashed line is Newtonian resistance DN with viscosity η∞ + ηstr.
(b) The relation between Cs an Wi. The vertical line represents gross viscosity (normalized by η∞ + η0) that the
sphere experiences by the viscosity field η(x). The shape of the Cs-Wi curve is qualitatively similar to the flow curve
(Figure 1). The Cs value at the terminal regime (blue points) does not equal to ξ due to the structure refilling effect.
framework to study the effect of other dimensionless numbers.
4.1 Destruction parameter
Here, we examine the effect of the destruction parameter kd on microstructure profile λ(x) and
Cs of the sphere. Shown in Figure 7 is λ(x) from additional simulations that are conducted with
kd = 2 and 8 at Wi = 50. The confinement ratio a/R remained same as previous. Herein, the
boundary condition U (falling velocity) is modified accordingly to obtain the same Wi condition
for thixotropic fluids with different kd values. As kd increases, fully broken structure (blue region)
expands around the sphere. The increase in kd shifts the balance, which determines the qualitative
shape of λ(x), toward more broken structure in the flow domain by intensifying the effect of shear-
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Figure 7: The shape of λ(x)-solution with respect to kd at Wi = 50. As kd increases, the fully broken structure
(blue region) around the sphere expands to far field.
induced breakdown. Cs-Wi curves for 3 different kd values are shown in Figure 8. The variations in
the shape of λ(x) is well-reflected in the Cs-Wi curve, analysis of which promotes more quantitative
explanation of the balance shift induced from the increase in kd. At small Wi, there exists no
remarkable difference in Cs, which is attributed to the fact that thixotropic behavior in this regime
is dominated by Brownian structure recovery. As Wi increases, the shear-induced breakdown and
the refilling effect become the two dominating factors that determine Cs. At large Wi, the larger
kd results the lower Cs in the terminal regime, indicating that balance between breakdown and
convection is achieved with more broken structure.
Comparison of thixotropic fluid with Generalized Newtonian Fluid (GNF), which takes a form
of τ = τ (γ˙), provides a useful insight on the role of destruction parameter kd. The brown curve
with square symbol in Figure 8 represents the Cs-Wi curve of Cross model [42]
τcross(γ˙s) = ηcross(γ˙s)γ˙ =
[
η∞ +
ηstr
1 + (kcγ˙)n
]
γ˙. (23)
Cross fluid has been often compared to the Moore thixotropy model [5, 43], since it has the same
steady-state viscosity ηss at simple shear flow if n = 1, and kc = kd/ka. For a Cross fluid, we define
the Weissenberg number as
Wicross =
kcU
a
. (24)
The numerical scheme used for Cross fluid simulation is similar to the current numerical scheme. In
this case, we do not need to consider the structure-kinetics equation, and Picard iterations proceed
as follow,
−∇pk+1 +∇ ·
[
ηcross(γ˙
k
s )u
k+1
]
= 0, (25)
∇ · uk+1 = 0. (26)
More details on numerical procedures for GNF fluid are available elsewhere [44]. The Cs of Cross
fluid at the terminal regime Wi 1 is found as Csmin = 0.00990. This can be accounted for the
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Figure 8: The effect of the destruction parameter kd on the resistance. As kd increases, fully broken region expands
around the sphere and hence ηe decreases. A finite value of kd distinguishes Moore thixotropy model from Generalized
Newtonian model for Wi 1.
absence of convection-refilling effect in Cross fluid; GNF model assumes that the fluid rheology
immediately responses to applied shear field and thus the refilling effect by convection is ignored.
Consequently, fluid elements at large Wi exist with fully broken state λ ≈ 0 and viscosity η(x) over
all domain can converge to η∞.
It is worth noting that Cs of thixotropic fluid at large Wi converges to that of Cross fluid as kd
increases. This is because the increase in kd makes fluid elements more instantly response to applied
shear-field. Therefore, when kd →∞, the refilling effect by convection becomes insignificant as in
Cross fluid, which is intrinsically lack of the refilling effect. This causes Cross fluid-like behavior of
thixotropic fluid for large kd.
4.2 Confinement effect
Geometry is another important factor that significantly contributes to a non-homogeneous flow
of thixotropic fluid. In this section, we study how a geometrical factor modifies the competition of
the three factors. Provided that the length of confining cylinder L is sufficiently large enough, the
geometical condition of the our model problem is uniquely characterized by the confinement ratio
a/R. Accordingly, additional simulations are conducted with a/R = 0.05, 0.25 and 0.5, while other
model parameters are fixed as given in Table 1. Again, the falling velocity U is modified to obtain
the same Wi condition. Shown in Figure 9 is the structure profile λ(x) observed in three different
geometries at Wi = 50. This Wi value is located in the end of the transient regime. It shows
significant difference λ(x) for different a/R values. In the case of the small sphere (a/R = 0.05),
the a bulk of fluid elements pass through the large area between sphere and wall and thus the fluid
is relatively less sheared compared to large sphere case. Thus, shear-induced breakdown becomes
insignificant whereas the convecting fresh full-structured elements easily refill the space around the
sphere. As a result, the thixotropic fluid sustains structured state as shown in Figure 9(a). On the
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(a) a/R = 0.05 (b) a/R = 0.25 (c) a/R = 0.5
Figure 9: Solutions of structure λ for different confinement ratio a/R at fixed Wi=50. As a/R increases, the balance
between shear-break and structure refilling is achieved with more broken structures in the vicinity of sphere. When
a/R = 0.5, the wall interaction starts to appear with the broken structures near the side wall.
contrary, If a/R increases, thixotropic fluids become highly sheared, passing through a narrower
area between sphere and wall. This makes the shear-induced breakdown predominant over refilling
of fresh element. Consequently, the balance between shear-induced breakdown and the refilling by
convection is achieved at more broken structure as shown in Figure 9(c).
The aspect of λ(x) transition with respect to a/R variation is reflected in Cs-Wi curve in
Figure 10 as well. Here, we remind that our definition of Cs (16) takes into account the wall
interaction factor, extracting the effect of thixotropy effect on resistance. The overall trend of three
curves in Figure 10 is similar; they are all characterized by a sigmoid shape with two horizontal
asymptotes. At large a/R, however, Cs drops much faster toward a lower plateau. The bigger and
faster drop of Cs with respect to the increase in Wi is correlated to the balance achieved at more
broken structure due to predominant shear-induced breakdown.
Considering how the variation of a/R affects both the transient regime of Cs-Wi curve and
the terminal regime, a geometrical factor distinguishes itself from the destruction parameter kd,
the effect of which is mostly limited to the terminal regime. This suggests that a behavior of
thixotropic fluid is not a sole result of the intrinsic material property, but that of involved interplay
between intrinsic property and extrinsic geometrical factors of a flow. The implication is that one
can accomplish a desired flow condition by tuning flow geometry, which can be often easier than
modifying the intrinsic property of a material.
5 Nonlinear thixotropic models
In this section, we examine how an addition of nonlinearity to the Moore thixotropy affects the
non-homogenous flow. Although the More thixotropy model has been considered as a simple but
effective model for various kinds of thixotropic fluids, it is sometimes inadequate to correctly describe
a more complicated thixotropic behavior. Thus, a variety of modifications of Moore thixotropic
model have been suggested for a more accurate modeling of sophisticated thixotropic behavior [1, 6].
The most general modifications are to include nonlinearity by adding high-order polynomial terms
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Figure 11: The effect of the modified viscosity function (29) on the (a) D-U curve and (b) Cs-Wi curve is plotted. The
nonlinearity implemented in the viscosity function (29) is still governed by the balance between structure breakdown
and refilling at large Wi.
to either the constitutive equation
τ (λ) = η∞γ˙ +
(
ηstr,1λ+ ηstr,2λ
2 + . . .
)
γ˙, (27)
or the structure kinetic equation,
dλ
dt
=
(
ka,1[1− λ] + ka,2[1− λ]2 + . . .
)− (kd1γ˙sλ+ kd2γ˙2sλ2 + . . .) . (28)
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Figure 12: The resistance prediction for the nonlinear structure-kinetics equation (30). When the structure is more
sensitive to applied shear rate than a linear scale, shear-induced breakdown effect dominates the Brownian recovery
and structure refilling effect as Wi increases. Therefore, D converges to Newtonian resistance with viscosity η∞.
On a side note, it should be noted that extra high order terms do not always guarantee more
accurate modeling of a material unless they are legitimately supported from real data [45, 46]. One
should be cautious in adding such terms. Here, we investigate two simple cases where nonlinearity
is implemented by an addition of second-order polynomial term respect to λ or γ˙s.
Firstly, we consider a nonlinearity in viscosity function
η(λ) = η∞ + ηstrλ2. (29)
instead of Eq. (3). Other governing equations including the structure-kinetics equation remain same.
Physically, Eq. (29) indicates that the viscosity of a material is more sensitive to microstructural
change than the original is. In Figure 11(a), the resistance D of a settling sphere in this model fluid
is compared with that of the Moore viscosity. Here, the material parameter {η∞, ηstr, kd, ka} of both
models are same as Table 1. Based on this result, Cs-Wi curves of the original Moore model and the
nonlinear viscosity function (square term) are compared in Figure (b). As Wi increase, the Cs value
of the new viscosity model shows a faster and larger drop because of the higher viscosity-sensitivity
to structural breakdown (or decrease in λ). Yet, the terminal Cs value (0.095) of the squared
model (29) is still nearly 10 times larger than Csmin. This is because the model with nonlinearity in
the viscosity function is still governed by the balance between the structural breakdown and refilling
effect by convection.
Next, we focus on another modification of the Moore model where nonlinearity is introduced by
the addition of a square term to the structure-kinetics equation. In this case, the kinetics equation
is given as
dλ
dt
=
∂λ
∂t
+ (u · ∇λ) = −kd1γ˙sλ− kd2γ˙2sλ+ ka(1− λ), (30)
instead of Eq. (1), while the constitutive equation is same as the original Eq. (3). It indicates that
the structural change is more sensitive to applied shear-rate. Shown in Figure 12 is D calculated
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from the original Moore model and the model with nonlinear structural kinetic equation (30).
For both cases, material parameters {η∞, ηstr, kd1 = kd, ka} are given to match values in Table 1,
while kd2 in the nonlinear model is set as 1.0 [s]. It is inevitable to report the result only in the
form with units (i.e., D-U curve), since the strength of shear-induced breakdown from the kinetic
equation (30) is much stronger than our previous definition of Wi (15); while breakdown effect is
mostly governed by the second-order term kd2γ˙
2
s at large Wi, we cannot compare the result with
this scale due to the absence of the second-order term in the original Moore model. Moore model
with nonlinear structure kinetic equation shows a faster transition in D-U curve as the previous
case with nonlinearity viscosity function. In this case, however, it shows a more notable difference
in that D finally converges to that of Newtonian fluid with viscosity η∞ as U→∞. This is because
the strengthened breakdown effect becomes completely dominant over other two factors, and thus
refilling by convection cannot compensate the breakdown effect as Wi→∞.
In summary, implementing nonlinearity in viscosity function and structure kinetic equation work
differently. Thus, when nonlinear thixotropic models are considered, one should carefully distinguish
whether constitutive equation or the structural change equation is more sensitive upon consideration
of relevant experimental measurement or designing flow process.
6 Conclusion
In this work, a non-homogenous flow of a Moore thixotropic fluid is explored in terms of an
interplay between intrinsic thixotropy of materials and geometry of flow. As an example, the steady-
state thixotropic flow around a settling sphere is analyzed by a numerical simulation. Combined with
a typical Stokes flow solver, we employed an Discontinous Galerkin approximation for advection-type
structure-kinetics equation. Structure profile λ(x) in the flow is quantitatively characterized by the
resistance coefficient Cs and classified into three different regimes according to Wi. This transition
is discussed with regard to the balance of three competing factors: Brownian structure recovery,
shear-induced structure breakdown, and refilling effect by convection. At small Wi, thixotropic
effect is negligible and Newtonian-like behavior is observed, since overall dynamics overwhelmed
by Brownian structure recovery. As Wi increases, shear-induced breakdown and refilling effect
become significant and the equilibrium of three factors shifts toward more structure-broken state.
At large Wi, the final balance between breakdown and refilling is achieved, since both effects are
linearly proportional to Wi. Based on our findings, the effects of a destruction parameter and
confinement are discussed. It has been shown that the finite number of a destruction parameter kd
distinguishes a thixotropic model fluid from a Generalized Newtonian model in a non-homogenous
flow. Moreover, the analysis on confinement effect emphasized the importance of flow geometrical
factors in a material process with thixotropy. Finally, we investigated how two different ways of
implementing nonlinearity in Moore model lead different description of thixotropic behavior.
Most of previous experimental and theoretical studies have focused on intrinsic properties of
material itself, and thus assumed a homogeneous flow to provide effective modeling approaches for
thixotropic behavior. By contrast, the current work distinguishes itself from the existing studies as
it extends its scope to illustrating an complex interplay between the intrinsic thixotropy of materials
and flow geometry. A near future work may include typical intricate examples: particles with
non-spherical shape (e.g, oblates [47], cylinders [48], cubes [49]), surrounding fluids with unsteady
motion [50, 51], or motion of bubbles [52]. Understanding these problems will pave a way to realistic
engineering of thixotropic fluid for practical application scenarios, e.g. establishing an effecitve
flow-assurance strategies to ensure continuous flow of production crude oils and other industrial
products [53, 54].
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Figure 13: Convergence of numerical solution (uh, λh) compared with manufactured analytic solution (u˜, λ˜). At
each discretization with N -elements, the L2-norm errors are plotted in log-log scale with the estimated cell average
diameter hest = 1/
√
N . Both numerical solution uh, λh converges to the exact solution at 3rd order.
We close by recognizing the unresolved fundamental issues of a non-homogenous flow of complex
fluids around a solid sphere [55, 56]. Most of materials shows more complex rheological characteristics
such as non-trivial extensional rheology, yield stress and TEVP (thixo-elasto-visco-plastic) features
[56, 57]. Therefore, understanding non-homogenous flow of complex fluid, which is conjectured to
be a result of an interplay between intricate material rheology and flow geometry, is required for
accurate design and control of practical fluid processes. Although a purely viscous thixotropic model
is considered in this paper, our result is meaningful as an initial step to unravel the longstanding
question of non-homogenous flows of complex fluids.
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Appendix A Code verification
To verify the numerical scheme used in this work, the order of accuracy and convergency are
tested. Because the exact solution for the set of governing equation (5) to (7) is unknown, the
method of manufactured solution is considered [58, 59]. In this framework, a selected ‘manufactured
solution’ (u˜, p˜, λ˜) is force to be the exact solution by modifying the source terms, which are the
right hand side of (5), (6), and (7). For example, we selected our manufactured solution as the
Newtonian analytic solution of a flow around sphere falling with velocity U at infinite space [33],
u˜rs = U cos θ
(
1 +
1
2
a3
r3s
− 3
2
a
rs
)
, (A.1)
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u˜θ = U cos θ
(
1− 1
4
a3
r3s
− 3
4
a
rs
)
, (A.2)
p˜ =
3
2
aU
(
cos θ
r2s
)
, (A.3)
where rs and θ are the radial distance and the polar angle of a spherical coordinate system with the
origin at the center of the sphere. For λ(x), the manufactured solution arbitrarily constructed by
λ˜ = rsθ. (A.4)
In some part of the computational domain Ω, the constructed form λ˜ (A.4) exceeds λ > 1, which the
model from does not allow. Yet, there is no requirement for physical realism in the manufactured
solution for the current purpose [60]. The form (A.4) is suitable to test all terms in the set of
governing equations and simple enough to determine the analytic form of the corresponding source
terms.
During the code verification stage, we assumed the simplest parameter values η∞ = ηs = 1 Pa·s
of the Moore viscosity function (3). To find the analytic expression for the corresponding source
terms in the momentum conservation ~F = (Frs , Fθ), we first substituted (A.4) into the constitutive
equation (8) to evaluate the material stress τ . After, resubstituting the resulted analytic form of
stress τ into the conservation of momentum (5), we obtained
Frs(rs, θ) =
aU
[
(3a2θ − 6θr2s) cos θ + 32a2 sin θ
]
r4s
, (A.5)
Fθ(rs, θ) =
aU
[
3
2(r
2
s − a2) cos θ + 32θ(a2 − r2s) sin θ
]
r4s
. (A.6)
The source term of the mass conservation remains zero as our choice of u˜ automatically satisfies the
incompressible constraints, i.e. ∇ · u˜ = 0. Similarly, substituting (A.1), (A.2) and (A.4) into the
kinematic equation (7), we found the corresponding source term Q of structure kinetic equation as
Q =
3
2
kdθrsaU
2
√
3 cos2 θ (r2 − a2)2 + a4 sin2 φ
r8
+ kaθrs + U sinφ
(
a3U
4r3s
+
3aU
4rs
− 1
)
+ θU cos θ
(
a3U
2r3s
− 3RU
2rs
+ 1
)
.
(A.7)
The numerical scheme described in Section 2.4 was used to solve the set of governing equation
∇ · τ −∇p = ~F , (A.8)
∇ · u = 0, (A.9)
(u · ∇λ) + kdγ˙sλ− ka(1− λ) = Q, (A.10)
and the order of accuracy is tested by comparing numerical solution (uh, λh) to (u˜, λ˜) at different
number of discretization. The scheme errors h at each discretization are evaluated by the L2-norm
differences between numerical solution and the exact solution of u and λ. In Figure 13, h is plotted
in log-log scale together with the estimated cell average diameter hest = 1/
√
N . Here, N is the
total number of elements (mesh cell). At a piecewise polynomial of order d = 2 for a approximation
function it was confirmed that errors decrease with the order of d+ 1 = 3 as theory of finite-element
method suggests [61, 62]. So, we conclude that our numerical scheme is verified.
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